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TA: Carlo Zanella

Calibrating the Aiyagari Model

Consider the following problem:

max
c(st),A(st+1)

∞

∑
t=0

βt Pr(st)u
(
c(st)

)
(1)

s.t. A(st+1) = y(st)− c(st) + RA(st) for all st+1 that follow st (2)

A(st) ≥ −b (3)

where

u (c) =
c1−σ

1− σ
,

b = 0 and A0 > 0.
y (st) follows one of the following two processes:

1. y is iid with two possible values: yH = 1.2w; and yL = 0.8w, with probability 1
2 each

2. y follows a two-state Markov process with transition matrix

A =

(
ρH 1− ρH

1− ρL ρL

)

and yH = 39
35 w, yL = 1

5 w, ρH = 0.9, ρL = 0.3

σ could take two values: σ = 1 (log preferences) or σ = 5.
So in total there are four cases to consider: each of the two processes combined with each

of the preferences.

1. Rewrite the problem recursively, using (A, y) as your state variables. Fix the following
parameter values: β = 0.96, R = 1.02, w = 1. For each of the four cases, solve
numerically for the policy functions

c (A, y) , A′ (A, y)
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Plot the policy functions (for each case, plot two graphs, one for c (A, y) and one for
A′ (A, y). In each graph, use A on the horizontal axis and plot two lines, one corre-
sponding to each value of y. On the A′ graphs, plot the 45 degree line as well). How
do policy functions depend on σ and on the income process?

2. Use these policy functions together with random shocks to simulate the evolution of
income, consumption and assets for 200 periods. Plot the simulated series for con-
sumption, income and assets. Is consumption smoother than income? How high are
asset holdings? For what fraction of periods is the agent liquidity constrained (i.e.
ct = RAt + yt)? How do your results depend on σ and the income process?

3. For each of the four cases, now simulate a longer 11000-period time series of an indi-
vidual’s asset holdings. Throw away the first 1000 periods, plot a histogram of asset
holdings and compute mean asset holdings. How do mean asset holdings depend on
σ and on the income process?

4. (Carroll, 1997) Modify the income process to have the following characteristic: there
is a small probability π of income being zero. If this event does not occur income is
drawn from the same distribution as before. Argue that, with the preferences above,
the borrowing constraint will never bind: we always have At > 0 (you do not have to
compute!). If we allow for some borrowing, so that we replace the constraint At ≥ 0
with At ≥ −b for some positive b > 0, argue that this condition will never bind and
that in fact we will still always have At > 0.

Returning to the original income processes, you will now compute a general-equilibrium
calibration of the model. Suppose technology is Cobb-Douglas:

F (K, L) = KαL1−α

with α = 0.36. The rate of depreciation is δ = 8% and the interest rate is R− 1 = 2% (think
of the period as one year). We know that

R = FK (K, 1) + 1− δ

w = FL (K, 1)

5. Solve for the steady state values of K and w that are consistent with the calibration.

6. For each of the four cases, look for the value of β such that the mean asset holdings
equal K. Explain why you get different values of β in each case. To do this:

(a) use the value of w that you just found

(b) use the procedure in parts 1. and 3. to compute an aggregate asset supply Ā (β)
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(c) look for a value of β such that Ā (β) = K

7. Using the values of β that you just found, compute what the steady state capital level
and the steady state interest would be, in each of the four cases, if individuals did not
face idiosyncratic risk.

(a) How different is it?

(b) How does the difference depend on σ and on the income process?

(c) What is the difference between this exercise and the one in Aiyagari’s Table II?
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